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I firmly believe that the use of a wide range of No2 and the use of the horn as pure support for weapons is an affront to its potential. Here I hope to show why this is the case, and hopefully I can dispel some of the misconceptions about The Horn, especially those who don't use it because they have a misconception about
guns. With a wide range of No.1, when you use one of the following items, any hunter in the same area will be 50% off the effect/duration: HerbPotion (regular, not mega)NulberryMight SeedAdamant SeedWith Wide Range-2, other hunters get 100% of the effect/duration. Pretty groovy skill, since you can use Nulberry
when your teammates have disease status, potions when they have low health (or if you hunt with gunners with full charge), and so on. To use items, you need to sheathe your weapons and this goes against the design, especially since you can not play songs or notes with weapons to lay down. Not only that, but horn
songs that do the same thing as these elements, but with even greater effect. Why use Nulberry when you can make all hunters completely immune to disease status? Why use Might Seed when you can use Attack Up Big, which is much stronger? Sword and shield users. They can use items with their weapons drawn,
so this skill is designed to be exploited by them. Combined with a fast eater, it's pretty powerful to support a oriented Sword and Shield user. The wide range is as well suited to Horne as it is for Lance - this weapon just isn't meant to be mutilation, so the idea is that because Horne can be used to support your teammates
(naturally) that this skill goes with him just to be naive. Of course, you can follow your teammates in poor health and play healing songs when necessary, intentionally bring horns that can play unlimited endurance when hunting with double blade users, or simply bring horns with attack up to the big for all hunting
purposes. What some people (actually a lot) do is stay back out of the hunt and just play songs and buff their teammates. Not only is it a boring way to play, it displays a rude misunderstanding of Horn and its damaging output. DamageFirst, lets get this out of the way - Horn does a lot of damage. It is designed to hit
monsters with. Damn almost ever one attack does damage exhaust, you can do KO damage, and notes play not through your own teams, but while you attack. In short, the weapon has been designed so that you can play songs like you are beating on monsters. In fact, I would go as far as saying that Up the song is all
you need to hunt and get times similar to other weapons. Other songs are a hell of a bonus, but not essential by any means. You can understand why standing away from the monster and playing silent songs is like swinging on a tree and wasting all that potential damage. You don't see an SNS user with a wide range of
back off and just wait to use the elements, so why don't the user horn play the song while standing in the front line of the attack? Here's a diagram showing the impact output. For reference, you can see that the attacks are making 30-45 movement, which is pretty good considering the speed. Read my post on calculating
the damage if you want to know more. Keep in mind that playing notes is a side effect of attacking, not the other way around. It provides amazing support, but it is not a support weapon (a small but important distinction). Happy hunting! Monster Hunter: World Skills Recovery Up ← the Recovery Speed → Sidebar
Recovery Up is a skill in the world of monster hunter (MHW). Please see the Recovery Up for the Status Effect. Recovery Up Effect Recovery Up increases in a level based on the amount of equipment with this skill the hunter uses. Each level works like this: Level 1: Health recovery effects are 10% more effective. Level
2: Health recovery effects are 20% more effective. Level 3: Health recovery effects are 30% more effective. This skill alters the effectiveness of all the elements that restore health (including Recovery Ammunition) as well as The Health Regen Augment, Nergigante Hungry Skill, and Kinsect Dust Healing. The effect is
usually applied only to the user and will only apply to allies who receive healing from Broad Range Skills if they also have Recovery Up Skills. Healing from Horn's hunting tunes is also altered by this skill. However, keep in mind, the recovery of the song is reduced by returns regardless of the recovery up. The natural
recovery of Recoverable (red) Health is changed by the skill of recovery rate. Allies who receive healing or other effects with a wide range of skills will not be affected by this skill unless they themselves have it active. Equipment that Provides Recovery Up You can increase the level of recovery by equipping the following
elements. KorOS5's system of body MiTouch is scientifically designed to combine the best available medical research with the latest insights into bioelectric bioelectronics, as has been shown to help LP people of all ages to recover faster from small life strokes and bruises, along with life physical problems - whether it's
surgery, back pain, knee pain, or menstrual cramps!   Athletes can use the same body system procedures to recover quickly after training, competition and exercise. Accelerate recovery, regain mobility, and state faster with MiTouch! Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment,
wrestling, or rude) messages. So I'm one of those players sporting these hip support kits. Anyway, I previously believed that RecoveryUp worked with WideRange as stated arekkz in one of their videos. So I gave the benefit of the doubt that arekkz checked this. However, I have now seen people say he doesn't stack
what he only causes if other members of the RecoveryUp party too, which makes the point of getting skills controversial for my hunter. I would like to check it out myself, unfortunately I don't have anyone on the internet to check this out with. So does anyone have real answers? Or at least enough to test this? Page 2 7
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